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Welcome OVOnauts to our first LitePaper. For each of our 4 initial
stages we will be producing a separate paper, which goes into details 

 and highlights the key information for members. We also intend to
shed light on the direction that we are aiming for.

Introduction

Fully decentralise $OVO
Complete 4 stages of development
Maximise every avenue for OpenEGG growth
OVOscheme and OVOcode

Onboard Artists
Onboard Projects
Onboard Businesses

2023 Targets

Through our OVOcodes:
 

OpenEgg has 4 key stages, all integrating$OVO, throughout 2023  
Stage 1 - NFTs
Stage 2 - Mini Games
Stage 3 - Incubation Centre
Stage 4 - Immersive NFT trading game

Each stage will enable us to build a consortium of contacts with
developers, artists and XRPL members. 

We feel our business and project management experience will be a
valuable commodity that we will be looking to maximise, through smart
networking, providing value, and developing working relationships
through our use of "OVOscheme". This will fit into our Web3 marketing
and business management plan that will be providing services to artists,
businesses, and projects. Then moving onto our NFT "OVOcode"
development, utilising and maximising the decentralised nature of $OVO

https://openeggovo.com/


Why?

We wanted to create an easy and simple way for commnity
members to enter in and incentivise the OpenEgg Ecosystem. We
also want to fully decentralise $OVO and by rewarding NFT
owners, we feel this is a great way to do this. 

Our Easter Egg NFT Tiers will fundamentally be the lifeblood of the
OpenEgg ecosystem and the funds generated will be allocated to
maximise growth, maintain $OVO value, and to help bring in self
generated external value onto the XRPL.

We want our Ester Egg Tier holders to benefit from everything we
do and on the following pages you will see the beneifts that can be
received from being a holder.

These are the first example of NFTs that can have a variety of
benefits and rewards. Not just a normal nft, not just your normal
reward and not just your normal project. OpenEgg powered by
$OVO
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What?

We have created 3 purchasable Easter Egg NFT Tiers and 1
Rewardable Diamond Egg NFT

Where?

On the XRP Ledger and minted on Radical X. 

Issued token utility and opening up the XRPL for mass onboarding.

https://www.radical-x.io/ropeneggoRxjNSqD5jguKqbCiBDzpM9Xk

https://openeggovo.com/
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Mainstream favourites with an OpenEgg Twist
A Phygital PDF book - Rewarded with a signed copy by the Author 
Ai, Handrawn, 3D, 2D, Generative, Gamified and Event (B2E)
Variety of bonuses including the DoodlEgg Double Down collection
External Artists
Fractionalised Ownership

Our collections range from: 

These will all be minted by OpenEgg using the "ropeneggoRx..." issuer
accout and Easter Egg owners will be able to choose which NFTs they
would like. Giga Holders can request personalised varieties from our NFT
collections if they wish to complete the online request form (Coming
soon).
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OVOcodes and OVOschemes will open up a gateway to onboard artists,
projects and/or businesses that see value in what we can offer. 

We can help through the creation, marketing, and business management
side of your project or collection. Our costs are on a "quid pro quo" basis
as the overall health of the XRPL space is at the top of our priority list and
where we feel we can add value we will. Although we have just started
you will soon see the effort and commitment we will bring to the space.

NFT creation
 
Onboarding Artists

Artists Management

Marketing

XRP Ledger

https://openeggovo.com/


Own Giga Easter Egg + 25 Million $OVO
Own Mega Easter Egg + 50 million $OVO
Airdropped to Top 25 Holders (Random date during February 2023)
Win a Challenge or Giveaway Prize
Purchase from secondary market

Price: FREE! Mintage: 275
OpenEggs most POWERFUL UTILITY NFT! 
Can only be earned by community members & $OVO holders

Utility:

Reward    - 10% of all NFT sales go into a monthly Diamond Draw.
Educate   - OpenEgg Incubation Pass plus VIP room entry
Secure      - "Diamond Secured Land" - Stage 4 Game Development
Innovate  - Diamond OVOnaut Metaverse Avatar
Invest       - 0.11% of the Incubation OVOnaut Scheme on maturity

BONUS UTILITY - Both coming soon

Decentralisation - Diamond Dao Voting rights within OpenEgg
Earn - 2 Year 10% Diamond Drip from ALL OpenEgg Income streams

Ways to earn:

NFT Link
 

https://www.radical-x.io/ropeneggoRxjNSqD5jguKqbCiBDzpM9Xk
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Giga Egg

Price: $400 Mintage: 75

Utility Rewards

A 900M $OVO Reward Pool has been assigned to Giga Egg holders which
means a monthly reward of 1M $OVO per Giga Egg for 18 months. If,
after these 12 months, some Giga Eggs remain unsold, then their
allocated $OVO willl be distributed to all Giga Egg Holders on 01.01.2024

Personalised Giga OVOnaut NFT & right to request Personalised NFTs  

10% of all sales will be given back to 5 lucky winners and this draw will
happen on 01.01.2024

Route to Diamond Egg NFT ownership

3 Resource Eggs future GameFi NFT

Each Giga Egg will be rewarded with 10 NFTs. You will be able to choose
the 10 you want from our collection and either offer 1 $OVO or request a
transfer, both coming soon. Please check our NFT page for the variety we
have coming over the next 12 months, some are truly amazing!

Huge Rewards, Huge Potential
Step by Step we will build our OpenEgg Ecosystem

 
Available at:

https://www.radical-x.io/ropeneggoRxjNSqD5jguKqbCiBDzpM9Xk
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Mega Egg

Price: $200 Mintage: 150

Utility Rewards

A 900M $OVO Reward Pool has been assigned to Mega Egg holders
which means a monthly reward of 500k $OVO per Mega Egg for 18
months. If, after these 12 months, some Mega Eggs remain unsol8d, then
their allocated $OVO willl be distributed to all Mega Egg Holders on
01.01.2024

Personalised Mega OVOnaut NFT 

10% of all sales will be given back to 5 lucky winners and this draw will
happen on 01.01.2024

Route to Diamond Egg NFT ownership

2 Resource Eggs future GameFi NFT

Each Mega Egg will be rewarded with 7 NFTs. You will be able to choose
the 7 you want from our collections and either offer 1 $OVO or request a
transfer, both coming soon. Please check our NFT page for the variety we
have coming over the next 12 months, some are truly amazing!

Huge Rewards, Huge Potential
Step by Step we will build our OpenEgg Ecosystem

 
Available at:

https://www.radical-x.io/ropeneggoRxjNSqD5jguKqbCiBDzpM9Xk
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Micro Egg

Price: $40 Mintage: 725

Utility Rewards

A 870M $OVO Reward Pool has been assigned to Micro Egg holders
which means a monthly reward of 100k $OVO per Mega Egg for 18
months. If, after these 12 months, some Micro Eggs remaing unsold,
then their allocated $OVO willl be distributed to all Micro Egg Holders
on 01.01.2024

10% of all sales will be given back to 5 lucky winners and this draw will
happen on 01.01.2024

1 Resource Egg future GameFi NFT

For every 125 Micro eggs sold, OpenEgg will buy a Diamond Egg and
distribute to one Micro Egg Holder

Each Micro Egg will be rewarded with 4 NFTs. You will be able to
choose the 4 you want from our collection and either offer 1 $OVO or
request a transfer, both coming soon. Please check our NFT page for the
variety we have coming over the next 12 months, some are truly
amazing!

 
Huge Rewards, Huge Potential

Step by Step we will build our OpenEgg Ecosystem
 

Available at:
https://www.radical-x.io/ropeneggoRxjNSqD5jguKqbCiBDzpM9Xk
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Our mission is Opening Virtual Ownership and we will be integrating our utility
token, $OVO, into all our developments and innovating utilised roles for NFTs in all
that we do. Ranging from images, books, burn to earns, discount codes, music, and
even contractual work agreements. This is will allow for greater transparency and
organisational structure, by utilising the power of NFTs on the XRP Ledger. We have
allocated the following %'s to maximise OpenEgg development and all will be
powered by our utility token $OVO.

50% Development 

Used to develop our 4 stages and then to initiate OVOschemes and OVOcodes to
bring utility to the token and enrich the OpenEgg ecosystem.

25% Incubation OVOnaut Scheme

Select utility projects, going through regulatory compliance/real world
partnerships, with a huge ROI and exit at pre-selected price targets and distribute
to $OVO holders. Bringing in value to the XRPL to enhance the space. This is what
we are pasionate about and are always free in our telegram to help encourage
smart research and strategies.

10%  Sell Out Bonus Draw

All collections, once sold out, will have a 10% draw to be rewarded at random to 5
lucky winners.

10% Diamond Holders

10% of monthly NFT sales to be distributed to 5 lucky Diamond NFT holders.

5% Buy back $OVO  

Use funds to set buy limit orders to add depth to the book and then deflate the
supply 

Thank You For Reading

Nothing is Financial or Investment advice


